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Jane Yellowrock is a vampire killer for hire - but other creatures of the night still need to watch their

backs.... When the Master of the city of New Orleans asks Jane to improve security for a future visit

from a delegation of European vampires, she names an exorbitant price - and Leo is willing to pay.

That's because the European vamps want Leo's territory, and he knows that he needs Jane to

prevent a total bloodbath. Leo, however, doesn't mention how this new job will change Jane's life or

the danger it will bring her and her team. Jane has more to worry about than some greedy vampires.

There's a vicious creature stalking the streets of New Orleans, and its agenda seems to be ripping

Leo and her to pieces. Now Jane just has to figure out how to kill something she can't even see....
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this is the 8th installment of the Jane Yellowrock series. Jane is a skinwalker able to change into

most animal forms. She shares her body with Beast, a mountain lion she killed when she was 5 with

black magic.these two dominant souls who are broken by mistrust and it unforgivable act finally

have a chance to heal.( Thanks Faith, it was beautiful!)Jane has come into her own so much in this

book. She has taking chances with love, trust and acceptance of herself. I wasn't sure she can

make these choices but she did. I like this more confident Jane even if she thinks of herself as

"Plain Jane".as for the rest of the book? Jane is kick ass as ever! We have new players, new

creatures and a feel for what's coming. This book also answered a lot of questions that were left

hanging from previous books. I was left content at the end.So...if you've never read the series, start

with "Skinwalker". It is an amazing series and Faith Hunter is an excellent writer. If you have read



this series and your inner beast was left wanting, I believe this book will soothe your soul!I give this

book a 5 star review! It was an excellent read and Faith was amazing as always. Now if April will

hurry up and get here, I'm ready to read "Dark Heir"!

Oh my gosh! This series just gets better and better! I thought Black Arts was incredible, but Broken

Soul even blows that away. Wow. I just finished, and it is hard to think of what to say without giving

it away...guess it is obvious I don't do reviews for a living! :-)Jane is up to her neck (pun intended)

yet again. Trying to get ready for a not-wanted visit from the European Mitherans, fang-heads of

state in Jane's thoughts. And in the middle of all this, with strange brown outs at HQ, and an

elevator with a mind of its own, along come three old vamps and some unidentifiable creature that

appears to want to take a bite out of Leo, the Master of the City and Jane's boss.Saying much more

might give too much away, but several story lines are explained, one that changes the relationship

between Beast and Jane...in a way I've been looking for since I read the first book.Can a scene be

bloody and a tear jerker at the same time? Well, it was for me, anyway!This series has been

awesome, and I'm thrilled that there should be a total of 15 books! This one had twists and

turns...and yet more explanations that made perfect sense.As I was reading it on my kindle, I looked

down and saw that I had read 87%. I honestly sat there a moment, certainly not wanting to stop, but

sad that it was almost over.Maybe that's all that needs to be said in a review...if the book makes you

feel like that.

This is not a good place for someone unfamiliar with the series to start. But if you have read this far

into the series and enjoyed it, you are going to LOVE this installment of Jane Yellowrock's story. Of

course, Jane has trouble... big trouble, but that's pretty standard for her. She finds new strength,

and needs it to defeat powerful big-bads. We learn a little more about Jane, and a little more about

Beast, and it is all good... at least for the reader. Jane, on the other hand, has more trouble

ahead.And partway through Chapter 15, I found myself shouting YES! out loud. Things aren't all bad

for Jane this time.

Jane continues to work for the Master of the city in preparation for some very important visitors. In

the meantime she finds out that her security has been breached and she and her friends and allies

are threatened. As always, tons of action kept the plot moving and held my interest. For me, this

story almost has the feel of a "part one of two" book. Lots of unanswered questions and unresolved

situations have me anxious for the next one. Beast is evolving into a primary character rather than



just a facet of Jane and opens the way for great interaction with her down the road. Poor Jane's'

love life continues to be complicated but she and Bruiser are trying to find a way to make it work.

Broken Soul combined everything I love about the Jane Yellowrock series and took it to a higher

level.Action: Still fast paced and detailed in description, but Jane's fighting skills (and thus the fight

scenes) have a level of sophistication and strategy that she hadn't previously achieved. She

combines different weapons, fighting systems and magics in new and unforeseen ways that make

the scenes that much more riveting and elevate Jane's status as someone to be reckoned

with.Relationships: This series has always had relationships at its center. Family, friends, and

sometimes lovers have created some convoluted loyalties and plots, but always keep things

interesting. Broken Soul tightens the focus to a central cast of characters. I appreciated the in-depth

look at some key figures who hadn't been fully fleshed out in previous books. And I will definitely say

that this book converted me to Team Bruiser. Every woman should be wooed like that once in her

life! But, of course, life can't proceed to smoothly for Jane. Plenty of questions are left up in the air

for future installments.Jane: She's coming into her own, finding some balance, and accepting

herself with her flaws while still striving to improve. And she's even getting a little girly! I really did

enjoy her confusion as she struggled to add a feminine side to her leather wearing, take no

prisoners attitude.Bottom line: A great addition to an excellent series. Can't wait for Dark Heir!
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